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Reading Analogue Sensors With One GPIO Pin

Unlike some other devices the Raspberry Pi does not have any analogue inputs. All 17 of its GPIO pins are

digital. They can output high and low levels or read high and low levels. This is great for sensors that

provide a digital input to the Pi but not so great if you want to use a sensor that doesn’t.

For sensors that act as a variable resistor such as LDRs (Light Dependent

Resistors) or thermistors (temperature sensors) there is a simple solution. It

allows you to measure a number of levels using a single GPIO pin. In the case of a light sensor  this allows you to

measure di�erent light levels.

It uses a basic “RC” charging circuit (Wikipedia Article) which is often used as an introduction to electronics. In this

circuit you place a Resistor in series with a Capacitor. When a voltage is applied across these components the

voltage across the capacitor rises. The time it takes for the voltage to reach 63% of the maximum is equal to the

resistance multiplied by the capacitance. When using a Light Dependent resistor this time will be proportional to the

light level. This time is called the time constant :

t = RC 

 

where t is time, 

R is resistance (ohms) 

and C is capacitance (farads)

So the trick is to time how long it takes a point in the circuit the reach a voltage that is great enough to register as a

“High” on a GPIO pin. This voltage is approximatey 2 volts, which is close enough to 63% of 3.3V for my liking. So the

time it takes the circuit to change a GPIO input from Low to High is equal to ‘t’.

With a 10Kohm resistor and a 1uF capacitor t is equal to 10 milliseconds. In the dark our LDR may have a resistance

of 1Mohm which would give a time of 1 second. You can calculate other values using an online time constant

calculator.

In order to guarantee there is always some resistance between 3.3V and the GPIO pin I inserted a 2.2Kohm resistor

in series with the LDR.

Here is the circuit :
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Here is the circuit implemented on a breadboard :

Theory

Here is the sequence of events :

Set the GPIO pin as an output and set it Low. This discharges any charge in the capacitor and ensures that

both sides of the capacitor are 0V.

Set the GPIO pin as an input. This starts a �ow of current through the resistors and through the capacitor to

ground. The voltage across the capacitor starts to rise. The time it takes is proportional to the resistance of

the LDR.

Monitor the GPIO pin and read its value. Increment a counter while we wait.

At some point the capacitor voltage will increase enough to be considered as a High by the GPIO pin (approx

2v). The time taken is proportional to the light level seen by the LDR.

Set the GPIO pin as an output and repeat the process as required.

Python Code

Here is some code that will print out the number of loops it takes for the capacitor to charge.

#!/usr/local/bin/python  

 

# Reading an analogue sensor with 

# a single GPIO pin 
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# Author : Matt Hawkins 

# Distribution : Raspbian 

# Python : 2.7 

# GPIO   : RPi.GPIO v3.1.0a 

 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO, time 

 

# Tell the GPIO library to use 

# Broadcom GPIO references 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM) 

 

# Define function to measure charge time 

def RCtime (PiPin): 

  measurement = 0 

  # Discharge capacitor 

  GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.OUT) 

  GPIO.output(PiPin, GPIO.LOW) 

  time.sleep(0.1) 

 

  GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.IN) 

  # Count loops until voltage across 

  # capacitor reads high on GPIO 

  while (GPIO.input(PiPin) == GPIO.LOW): 

    measurement += 1 

 

  return measurement 

 

# Main program loop 

while True: 

  print RCtime(4) # Measure timing using GPIO4

Accuracy

Given we only want to spot di�erent light levels we don’t really need to know the resistance of the LDR or the exact

time it takes to charge the capacitor. You can do the maths if you want to but I just needed to get a measurement

and compare it to some known values. Seconds or Python loop counts, it doesn’t matter.

Python is an interpreted language which means the timing of loops is always going to be a�ected by the operating

system performing other background tasks. This will a�ect the count loop in our example.

Practical Uses

In a more useful application you can call “RCtime” when you need it to get a count value. Your code can then

perform other tasks based on the value of the count, perhaps comparing to values you have measured previously.

When I built my test circuit it was sat in front on my TV. I could see the count number change as the lighting

level changed on the TV. It’s so simple you really need to just give it a try!

Acknowlegments

This article was inspired by the excellent article on Adafruit.com.
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nice  thanks for the link too! you might want to check out fritzing parts, we just added a bunch for

raspberry pi!

https://github.com/adafruit/Fritzing-Library

REPLY 

Excellent. Just imported the library into my Fritzing installation. I like the parts for the PIR

and membrane keypad. Will de�nitely be able to make use of the PIR part in future

projects. I like the Raspberry Pi part but wish the pin labels were GPIO numbers rather

than the alternative function labels.

REPLY 

Great article Matt, very useful for a project I’m considering. Keep up the good work! 

G.

REPLY 

Cool stu�, good idea! 

But I get wildly �uctuating readings that don’t seem to change too much when I hold my hand over the

sensor.

REPLY 

Thanks for the nice article.

I suppose the same method will work with an analog temp sensor.

Thanks, 

alexk
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RICK SEIDEN  on OCTOBER 11, 2012 10:21 PM

MATT  on OCTOBER 15, 2012 12:06 AM

Pingback: Playing with GPIO and sensors on OpenWrt | #labOS

FMBOY  on APRIL 28, 2014 10:50 AM

PAUL  on JUNE 5, 2014 12:40 PM

REPLY 

I made some small changes to the code:

from datetime import datetime 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.IN) 

# Count loops until voltage across 

# capacitor reads high on GPIO 

startTime=dateTime.now() 

while (GPIO.input(PiPin) == GPIO.LOW): 

measurement += 1 

endTime=dateTime.now() 

diffTime=endTime-startTime 

return str(diffTime.total_seconds()/0.001)

I �gured that would give me the time in di�Time, and I know the capacitance is 1uF, so I should be

returning the resistance. I put a static 22ohm resister in the circuit as a test, and I get nothing but zeros.

If I crank it up to

return str(diffTime.total_seconds()/0.000001)

I start getting values, but in the range of 120, not 220 like I’d expect. I know timing isn’t going to be

perfect, but I’d expect it to be more accurate than to be always about 100 ohms o�. Am I doing

something wrong?

Thanks 

Rick

REPLY 

In your example, with a 1uF capacitor, and multiplying the time by 1000000 I would expect

the result to be 22. As it is 120 I think this just shows a delay in measuring the small time

interval.

Because there is so much going on within the Linux operating system you are probably just

seeing the inaccuracy of the technique. I just count loops because it gives me a number to

compare without worrying about the exact meaning of the number. With the same light

level I see at least a 10%-20% jumping about in the measurement. If anything loads the

system at the same time this can be even worse.

Stick in a 20K resistor and your results will probably be a bit closer to the predicted values.

REPLY 

Hi,

Interesting article. I wonder if anyone used this approach to measure distance with sharp IR sensor on

Pi? 

I get number of counts and from datasheet I can see that it takes ~38 msec to get one sample. So time

is known, but I can’t get distance with that input.

Any help or suggestion is appreciated. 

thanks

REPLY 

Seems like a “dangerous” solution to me. Can the GPIO pin handle the inrush current created when

discharging the capacitor which would have to rather large in order to get any precision in time
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PAUL (WHAT A COINCIDENCE)  on FEBRUARY 5, 2016 5:34 PM

Pingback: Why i chose Raspberry instead of Arduino Yun and Spark-Core in the end | Making
connected stu�

RPA  on OCTOBER 5, 2014 1:47 PM

MATT  on OCTOBER 6, 2014 12:11 PM

ANGGA  on NOVEMBER 22, 2014 3:52 AM

Pingback: Experiment: use an arduino as a slave to your raspberry pi | Project Pi

ST  on JANUARY 28, 2015 1:12 AM

PI2015  on MAY 5, 2015 12:00 AM

MATT  on MAY 6, 2015 11:55 AM

measurement? I wouldn’t try this myself without some interfacing electronics between the Pi and the

capacitor.

REPLY 

I was wondering about this too. And I don’t know the exact answer. But if I was about to

implement this, I would probably try to �gure out, how much inrush current the PI can

handle. By the way, I think you can spent a PWM output in order to reduce the inrush

current peak. Beginning with a very high duty cycle and reducing it continuously to a steady

ground. I also suggest pigpio for things like PWM output, if it has to be accurate. With

pigpio you can also measure the time between two edges much more precisely than with

RPi.GPIO. For all those, who complain about this method being inaccurate. But that would

certainly be a bit more time consuming.

REPLY 

Thanks for your tutorial! Is a 3.3 uF capacitor ok to use for the circuit? I don’t have a 1 uF capacitor

available yet. I hope it does not cause something like short circuit…

REPLY 

That would be OK. It will just change the timing calculations as the time constant will be

based on 3.3uF rather than 1uF.

REPLY 

Can’t using ldr more than 1, for example 8 ldr 8 GPIO pins?

REPLY 

Great tutorial. I used this technique to monitor two di�erent LDRs to notify me if I had accidentally left

lights on in two outbuildings. Just counted number of loops; low number meant light was on, high

number – lights o�. If either light was on, I put power out on one of the GPIO pins to turn on an LED in

the main house. Slick!

REPLY 

Great Article!

I have been working o� of the same Adafruit article for a Light Detection system of my own.

I have one question id like to ask. How would one go about scaling this up? How do you go about

adding more light sensors in to allow for say, a 3×3 grid? And beyond?

Apologies for the entry level questions!

REPLY 

To be honest this technique probably isn’t the way to go if you’ve got lots of sensors. You

would have to poll each one and wait for the result and this would start to add a larger

delay to your script. I would add a MCP3008 ADC and read the analogue outputs of the

light sensor. It would be quicker and more accurate.

REPLY 

http://holadimake.wordpress.com/2014/08/11/why-i-chose-raspberry-instead-of-arduino-yun-and-spark-core-in-the-end/
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AYA  on MAY 30, 2015 8:21 PM

MATT  on JUNE 2, 2015 8:31 PM

BRUCE  on JULY 25, 2015 10:04 PM

MATT  on JULY 28, 2015 4:34 PM

BRUCE  on JULY 29, 2015 9:41 AM

GAB  on JULY 31, 2015 9:30 AM

GAB  on AUGUST 4, 2015 8:26 AM

WUILMER  on MAY 7, 2016 2:46 AM

KENC  on AUGUST 27, 2016 6:40 PM

REPLY 

“With a 10Kohm resistor and a 1uF capacitor t is equal to 1 millisecond. In the dark the LDR may have a

resistance of 10Mohm which would give a time of 1 second.”

Don’t you mean : 

“With a (1Kohm) resistor and a 1uF capacitor t is equal to 1 millisecond. In the dark the LDR may have a

resistance of (1Mohm) which would give a time of 1 second.” 

There is like 1 zero added in your statement  

Excellent tutorial Mate (Y)

REPLY 

Well spotted. I’ve updated the numbers and added a link to a time constant calculator.

REPLY 

Hi, great post!

Any idea why it doesn’t work on a rasperry pi 2?

Thanks!

REPLY 

There’s no reason it shouldn’t work on a Pi 2. It’s just measuring the time taken for a GPIO

pin to go high so I would expect it to work on all models.

REPLY 

Thanks Matt for the answer. The thing is that the pin never goes high on my PI

2 

REPLY 

Hi, 

I gpio is detected high around 1.3V, not 2V (I got an Rpi B+) 

I found that with a 10uF capacitor and 10K resistor. I got a high on GPIO after 48ms (according to t=RC it

should be 100ms). After 48ms, equation Vc=V-V*e^(-t/(RC)) says it is 1.3V 

Am doing something wrong ? Or gpio gets high lower on Rpi B+ ?

REPLY 

Hi (again), 

According to di�erent things I found on the web, threshold voltage for GPIO pin is between 0.8V and

2.0V, and … as is on rising edge. 

IMHA, one should calibrate rpi’s gpio high treshold. On my rpi b it’s 1.3V, not 2.0V, and it changes the

value read

REPLY 

Hi , I have a 100k thermistor ntc 3950 b Podre transform analog signal to digital with this method ?

REPLY 
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FOLLY  on OCTOBER 8, 2016 7:57 PM

Very clever. However, I must reiterate a WARNING (mentioned by PAUL on JUNE 5, 2014 12:40 PM), and

a simple solution:

Discharging the capacitor directly with a GPIO pin will provide a large inrush current, which risks

damage to the GPIO pin. A larger the cap would be even more risky (some people wanted to go with a

larger cap, trading o� speed for better resolution) . From specs I’ve read, the default setting on GPIO

outputs is 8mA (can be set to 2ma to 16mA), and the recommendation is not to exceed that setting (it

isn’t actually a current limit). The short time to discharge the cap might let you get away with not over-

dissipating the device, but IMO it is not worth the risk when there is a simple solution.

The SOLUTION: Simply add a 470 OHM R from the GPIO pin to the junction of the LDR and cap. This

limits the current to ~ 7mA maximum. It will take ~ 2 mSec to discharge the cap (5 time constants).

One (probably minor) e�ect is that if the LDR is a low resistance (say 1K, with the 2.2K in series), this

forms a voltage divider, and the cap will discharge only to ~ 0.4V instead of near zero. That might upset

the timing a bit, and a very low resistance (if you used something less that 2.2K in series with the LDR)

might keep it above the threshold (which I’ve read is typically 1.8V but can be between about 0.8V and

2.0V . But I think you will be �ne with the 2.2K series and typical LDR values. It just might take a little

tweaking of the loop?

REPLY 

In the reply’s i did not �nd how we can measure accurate resistor values and or even calculate the

accuracy. 

Seems to me this is important to get more out of this technique.

In my setup i used a 3.3uF condensator and a RPI-2. 

The timing measured are not directly equal to the resistance. 

It seemed that the timing measurements are indeed linear to the resistance. 

I used 3 resistors which i choose to measure (1K , 2.2K ,15K) 

Then you can draw a graph and calculate an equation y=ax+b or x=(y-b)/a. 

(search the internet for more info)

This is the edited program to test the accuracy of the measured resistor. 

(i’m not a perfect programmer but this works) 

It asks for the resistor you want to measure. 

Then it reads 4 measurements (named it “timing-counts”) and makes an average to make it more

accurate then uses the equation to calculate the resistance. 

Last but not least is calculates the accuracy in %.

My �nding was that a time.sleep of 0.4 was better for accuracy. 

The accuracy is in average about 1 to 2 %

#!/usr/local/bin/python

# Reading an analogue sensor with 

# a single GPIO pin

# gpio 4 

# | 

# +3.3V o–====—–====—–||–o gnd 

# 2.2k choose 3.3uF

# Author : Matt Hawkins 

# Distribution : Raspbian 

# Python : 2.7 

# GPIO : RPi.GPIO v3.1.0a

import math 

import RPi.GPIO as GPIO, time 

from datetime import datetime

# Tell the GPIO library to use 

# Broadcom GPIO references 

GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)

# De�ne time.sleep variable (edited to 0.4 to get otimal results with 3.3uF) 

tmsl = 0.4

# input the measurable Resistance value 

realR = input(“Please enter the measurable Resistance value in Ohm:”)
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# De�ne function to measure charge time 

def RCtimea (PiPin): 

measurement = 0

# Discharge capacitor 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.output(PiPin, GPIO.LOW) 

time.sleep(tmsl) 

# Count loops until voltage across 

# capacitor reads high on GPIO 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.IN) 

while (GPIO.input(PiPin) == GPIO.LOW): 

measurement += 1

return measurement

def RCtimeb (PiPin): 

measurement = 0

# Discharge capacitor 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.output(PiPin, GPIO.LOW) 

time.sleep(tmsl) 

# Count loops until voltage across 

# capacitor reads high on GPIO 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.IN) 

while (GPIO.input(PiPin) == GPIO.LOW): 

measurement += 1

return measurement

def RCtimec (PiPin): 

measurement = 0

# Discharge capacitor 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.output(PiPin, GPIO.LOW) 

time.sleep(tmsl) 

# Count loops until voltage across 

# capacitor reads high on GPIO 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.IN) 

while (GPIO.input(PiPin) == GPIO.LOW): 

measurement += 1

return measurement

def RCtimed (PiPin): 

measurement = 0

# Discharge capacitor 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.OUT) 

GPIO.output(PiPin, GPIO.LOW) 

time.sleep(tmsl) 

# Count loops until voltage across 

# capacitor reads high on GPIO 

GPIO.setup(PiPin, GPIO.IN) 

while (GPIO.input(PiPin) == GPIO.LOW): 

measurement += 1

return measurement

# Main program loop 

while True: 

R1 = RCtimea(4) # Measure timing using GPIO4 

R2 = RCtimeb(4) # Measure timing using GPIO4 

R3 = RCtimec(4) # Measure timing using GPIO4 

R4 = RCtimed(4) # Measure timing using GPIO4 

print R1 

print R2 

print R3 

print R4 

meanR = ((R1+R2+R3+R4)/4) 
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print “Average of 4 measurements “,meanR , ” timing-counts”# Measure timing using GPIO4 

# The equation beneath is a lineair equation formed from time-count measures and 3 di�erent

resistances so a lineair graph and an equation can be made, the equation is y=ax+b or x=(y-b)/a 

# This equation is only usefull with a 2.2k resistor and a 3.3uF Condensator 

R = round(((meanR-1500)/0.72693),0) # Measure timing and calculate resistance and round with no

decimals using GPIO4 

print R,” Ohm” 

Di�erence = (realR-R) 

print round(((Di�erence/realR)*100),3), ” % Accuracy”# won’t work if earlier calculation were done with

int()

REPLY 

Great post.

Used it to get temperature readings with a thermistor.

REPLY 
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